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Behaviors classification based distance measuring system for

pedestrians via a foot-mounted inertial sensor

Zebo Zhou, Shanhui Mo, Jin Wu and Hassen Fourati

ABSTRACT

In this paper, we develop a foot-mounted pedestrian navigation

system prototype with the emphasis on distance measuring with an inertial

measurement unit (IMU) which implies the characteristics of pedestrian gait

cycle and thus can be used as a crucial step indicator for distance calculation.

Conventional methods for step detection and step length estimation cannot

adapt well to the general pedestrian applications since the parameters in these

methods may vary for different persons and motions. In this paper, an adaptive

time- and frequency-domains joint distance measuring method is proposed by

utilizing the means of behaviors classification. Two key issues are studied:

step detection and step length determination. For the step detection part,

first behavior classification along with state transition strategy is designed to

identify typical pedestrian behaviors including standing still, walking, running

and irregular swing. Then a four-stage step detection method is proposed to

adaptively determine both step frequency and threshold in a flexible window.

Based on the behavior classification results, a two-segment functional based

step length model is established to adapt the walking and running behaviors.

Finally, real experiments are carried out to verify our proposed step detection

method and step length model. The results show that our method outperforms

the existing representative methods and it exhibits the merits of accuracy and

adaptability for different persons in real time and significantly improves the

accuracy of distance measuring.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the increasing demands of location based

services (LBS), the pedestrian navigation system

(PNS) has gained widespread attentions [1]. The

global navigation satellite system (GNSS) can achieve

satisfactory positioning accuracy for outdoor pedes-

trians. However, it is not necessarily the case for

challenging environments, e.g. indoors, city canyons,

signal jamming, etc. With the development of wireless

technologies, WiFi, ZigBee, Bluetooth are widely

utilized as potential solutions for providing one’s

location in GNSS-denied regions. However, multi-

path effects and electromagnetic interferences seriously

cause signal attenuation, diffraction and refraction,
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thus degrading the quality of location information.

Alternatively, an inertial measurement unit (IMU)

consisting of triaxial gyroscopes and accelerometers

senses the egomotion of the moving object and is free

of external radio-frequency influences. Since MEMS-

IMU is self-contained, environment-independent and

low-cost, it has been equipped in almost all the

existing smart wearable devices for gait analysis,

monitoring, sport statistics etc. [2]. However, the

inertial sensor inevitably suffers from gyroscope drift

and accelerometer bias, leading to the divergence

of navigation solutions in a short period [3]. Great

deals of research efforts have been made to enhance

the navigation results. The most representative one

is the zero velocity update (ZUPT) strategy [4, 5].

However, to some extent, it can only minimize the

divergence speed of solutions. Using auxiliary sensors

is another efficient way to compensate for the inertial

sensor drift and bias. Unfortunately, for a PNS,

the volume, weight and power consumption should

be cautiously considered, thus the lighter and more

compact hardware system is preferred. From the aspect

of dead reckoning, the inertial instruments potentially

imply the characteristics of pedestrian gait cycle, thus

they can be naturally used as a step indicator for dead

reckoning navigation with a pre-determined step length

[6].

For the distance measuring with inertial sensors,

two critical issues should be considered, i.e. step detec-

tion and step length estimation. For the step detection, a

popular way is to use empirical acceleration thresholds

in time domain [7]. Likewise, a given threshold can

be applied to the differential specific force series [8].

[9] computes the variance and its duration information

to judge one’s step. The g-crossing algorithm counting

from the rising-point of gravity is efficient and

commonly employed as well [10, 11]. Alternatively,

many efforts have been put in the frequency domain.

The most representative one is proposed by Levi

and Judd [12]. It substantially implements the fast

Fourier transformation (FFT) to extract the frequency

subsequently used for peak detection. Unfortunately,

pseudo-peak seriously degrades its success rate. Under

such framework, similar algorithms e.g. zero-crossing

and autocorrelation are also developed in [6] and [13].

For the step length estimation, in the past few decades,

the most common model is a bi-parametric linear model

[12, 6]. It is simple and only related to the step

frequency. Recent years, apart from the step frequency,

other parameters are introduced into the refined step

length model as well, for instance, the acceleration

variance [14], acceleration boundary [15, 16, 17], height

[18] and leg length [19]. These model parameters can

be pre-calibrated analytically or trained with machine

learning [20]. In addition, from the aspect of inertial

navigation, a real-time step length estimation strategy

is put forward to directly compute each step length

with the aid of ZUPT [21]. However, it is more time-

consuming and has a higher computational complexity

compared with other empirical step length models.

Above all, the aforementioned methods have two

main drawbacks: (i) the thresholds and parameters

in step detection are person-dependent and hence

need to be tuned for different users and different

motions. Otherwise, the success rate will be heavily

degraded. (ii) Even if the parameters in these step

length models are pre-determined, unique step length

model still cannot adequately describe different motion

behaviors, e.g. running and walking. Therefore, in

this contribution, to overcome these drawbacks, an

adaptive time- and frequency-domains joint distance

measuring method is proposed by utilizing the means

of behaviors classification. It consists of two critical

issues: step detection and step length determination.

Based on behavior classification, we propose a four-

stage step detection strategy, where thresholds and step

frequency are adaptively adjusted for different persons.

For step length estimation, a two-segment functional

model is established to accommodate different motion

behaviors. This paper is arranged as follows: the

distance measuring problem and the basic principle

are described in Section 2. Pedestrian features and

behaviors recognition are investigated in Section 3.

Section 4 focuses on the step detection strategy based on

behavior classification. A two-segment functional step

length model is constructed in Section 5. Field tests are

carried out to evaluate performances of our proposed

method in Section 6. Finally, concluding remarks are

drawn in Section 7.

II. Problem formulation and background

Step based pedestrian navigation system, in

essence, is a typical dead reckoning system which

recursively computes the one’s position in real time

by using two kinds of fundamental information

during a motion cycle, i.e. moving distance and

orientation. Usually, the orientation is acquired from the

magnetometers, while the moving distance is indirectly

measured by inertial sensors. The fundamental principle

of pedestrian dead reckoning is generally interpreted in

a defined plane by

(

xk

yk

)

=

(

x0

y0

)

+

k−1
∑

i=1

di

(

sin θi
cos θi

)

(1)
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where (xk, yk) denotes the two-dimensional coordinate

after the k-th motion cycle; (x0, y0) denotes the

initial location. di and θi represent distance and

moving orientation during the i-th motion period

respectively. In the following, we will get an insight

into how to accurately measure one’s distance d
with triaxial accelerometers periodically. A wearable

distance measuring device is particularly designed

and developed with several modules including built-

in BOSCH MEMS-IMU, STM32, Bluetooth, Lithium

battery [22]. The chip model version ‘nRF51822’

integrates STM32 with Bluetooth module. Bluetooth

low energy (BLE) 4.0 is applied to ensure the low-

power consumption for communications in real time.

Also the collected IMU data is transmitted to cell-phone

through the serial peripheral interface (SPI) for the

implementation of the accumulated distance measuring

procedure, which is mainly decomposed as two basic

parts: step counting and step length determination.

The maximum system sampling rate is 250 Hz. The

specifications of Lithium battery is 3.7 V 80mAh. The

device prototype is mounted on the surface of one’s

shoes. Figure 1 shows the top and slide views of the

developed system.

Fig. 1. The prototype of foot-mounted distance measuring system

III. Pedestrian features and behaviors

recognition

In previous works, gaits information is extracted

and recognized as steps mainly through fast Fourier

transformation (FFT) and peak detection with thresh-

olds and zero-crossing [23]. However, it is much

more complicated in real applications accompanied

with irregular motions (swings), strenuous exercise etc.

These activities probably generate multiple pseudo-

peaks resulting in a risk of wrong step detection.

Therefore the invariant frequency bandwidth would

not be suitable for various activities. The activity

classification performance is highly dependent on

where the wearable device is mounted [24, 25, 26].

In this section, four sorts of activities including

standing still, walking, running and irregular motions

are considered and to be classified. Features in time

and frequency domains can be utilized to identify the

activities. For instance, the first and second moments,

maximum, discrete cosine transformation coefficients,

FFT coefficients, direct component, energy and entropy

etc. [27, 28, 29]. Three of them i.e. variance, direct

component (DC) and energy are jointly utilized to

identify behaviors. For the j-th j = 1, 2, · · · , n sampled

specific force in dataset i, its derived acceleration can

be written such as

ai,j = ‖li,j − ba‖ − ‖gr‖ (2)

where l represents the specific force vector measured by

accelerometer; gr represents the reference gravity in the

local frame, i.e. [0 0 g]T ; ba denotes zero-bias term

of accelerometer and can be approximated as

ba ≈ 1

N

N
∑

s=1

ls − gr (3)

where N is the number of static samples. Noting that

the zero-bias term of IMU is estimated in a horizontal

plane in a static mode, then it is parallel to the local

frame of gr. Therefore we can reliably calculate the

bias term ba by (3) in the body frame. It should be

noted that after computing accelerations with (2), we

still need to remove the influences of high-frequency

noise from them. For this reason, the Hamming-window

based, linear-phase finite impulse response (FIR) filter

is introduced to generate the filtered acceleration ã.

Then it is rather easy to compute the variance σ2
ãi

.

The DC component denoted as f0 can be determined

by using FFT and accordingly the energy of dataset i is

defined as [27]

Eãi
=

∑n

j=1
|fj |

n
(4)

where E represents the energy indicator; f denotes the

frequency after the DC component is removed. Figure

2 shows the three features values for different motion

behaviors. It can be observed that these features are

very effective for distinguishing the four behaviors.

Based on the previous field tests, the thresholds are

rather easy to be chosen empirically due to the features

of the behaviors significantly differing from each

other. Next we will investigate how to recognize the

c© 2016 John Wiley and Sons Asia Pte Ltd and Chinese Automatic Control Society
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Fig. 2. Three features extracted from validation datasets

behavior based on the features information. A variety

of training algorithms have been applied to behavior

recognition, for instance, supported vector machine,

neural network, K-means and decision tree [6, 30].

In this paper, we propose the following real-time

state machine based multi-mode behaviors recognition

algorithm (see Figure 3). It is worthy to point out that

the behavior recognition is manipulated by making use

of the acceleration series within a two-second time

window in real time.

Table 1. Implementations of state machine based multi-mode
behaviors recognition algorithm (one-cycle)

Initial information:

Denote the maximum ã of previous window as ãp max.

Find the maximum of ã in the current window and denote it as ãc max

Original state:

IF Condition 1 is satisfied (|ãc max − ãp max| < Tã)

the current state is kept.

GO TO next cycle.

ELSE satisfying Condition 2 (complementary set of Condition 1)

the current state turns to transition state.

Transition state:

Compute the three features: variance, DC component, energy.

IF Condition 6 is satisfied (f0 > TR

f ), the current state turns to running

mode.

ELSE

IF Condition 5 is satisfied (σ2
ãi

> TW
σ &Eãi

> TW

E ), the current state

turns to walking mode.

ELSE

IF Condition 4 is satisfied (f0 > T I

f&Eãi
> T I

E ), the current state

turns to irregular mode.

ELSE satisfying Condition 3 (complementary set of Condition 4),

the current state turns to standing still mode.

GO TO next cycle.

Table 1 depicts the implementation mechanism of

our designed state machine, in detail. Note that symbol

‘T ’ represents the threshold and its superscripts ‘R’,

‘W’ and ‘I’ identify the corresponding behavior modes

running, walking and irregular swing respectively.
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Fig. 3. Schematics of the designed state machine for behaviors
recognition

Fig. 4. The measured acceleration series with the generated reference
lines RL, RM and RS (top); The measured acceleration series
along with the step counting evidences (bottom).

IV. Time- and frequency- domain joint step

detection

Based on the behaviors identified in Section 3,

a time- and frequency-domains joint step detection

method is proposed. It needs to be clarified that for

the step detection, once behavior is standing still or

irregular swing, it will not be in the step counting

process. In other words, only walking and running

modes will trigger the step counting procedure. If

one is in the transition state, we will count the step

till the walking or running behavior is detected. The

time resolution of behavior recognition is set as two

seconds. The step counting procedure mainly involves

four stages: FIR for walking and running data, adaptive

window length determination, extrema points searching

and cross-points identification. It needs to be pointed

out that all the parameters in step detection are assigned

with different configurations settings to suit for walking

and running behaviors.

Stage 1: FIR for walking and running data

The parameters setting for FIR should be

particularly configured for walking and running.

Denoting fA as sampling frequency, based on

our previous sufficient tests (over 200 persons),

the passband and stopband are set as 0∼4 Hz and

4.5∼fA/2 Hz respectively, while for running,

these values are 0∼10 Hz and 10.5∼fA/2 Hz

respectively.

Stage 2: Adaptive window length determination

Define fD as the dominant frequency which

is determined with following process: first we

process acceleration data of a short-period

through FFT then remove its DC component.

Furthermore, an empirical threshold is introduced

to avoid the influences from the high-order

harmonics. Finally, the dominant frequency fD is

reliably acquired. To minimize the computation

burdens for a stepping cycle, the window length

is adaptively determined through

wã =
fA
fD

(5)

where wã represents the window length and

varied with the dominant frequency.

Stage 3: Extrema points searching

Within the determined window by (5), we search

the acceleration maxima and minima. Then these

points with extremum are the candidates for

identifying a pedestrian motion cycle. However,

in real applications, due to pseudo-peaks, we

additionally use thresholds (TL, TS) to construct

the following criterion to screen out the maxima

and minima points

{

maxima: [ã(p− 1) < ã(p) > ã(p+ 1)]& [ã > TL]
minima: [ã(p− 1) > ã(p) < ã(p+ 1)]& [ã > TS]

(6)

where p = 1, 2, ..., wai
.

Stage 4: Cross-points identification

Based on the extrema points confirmed above, we

further introduce the ‘cross-points’ with the aid of

three reference lines with values of RL, RM and

RS (shown in Figure 4), since these cross-points

c© 2016 John Wiley and Sons Asia Pte Ltd and Chinese Automatic Control Society
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are crucial to exhibit details of moving pace.

Note that the symbol R represents the reference

line; the subscripts ‘L’, ‘M’, ‘S’ correspond to

‘large’, ‘median’, ‘small’ respectively. They can

be adaptively adjusted according to the maximum

and minimum accelerations in a sliding window,

which is flexible. The window size is self-

determined based on the results of FFT analysis

and there is no need to define the size manually.

Given the current window index i, the reference

lines are produced according to the following

rules (see Table 2).

Table 2. Rules of producing RL, RM and RS

Rule 1:

If no extrema point exists, RL and RS maintain the values in previous

window, RL(i) = RL(i− 1) and RS(i) = RS(i− 1)

Rule 2:

If the maxima or minima points exist, we have

RL(i) = max [ã(p)] or RS(i) = 2×min [ã(p)] , p = 1, 2, · · · , wai

Rule 3:

If RS(i) < RS(i− 1), let RS(i) = (RS(i) +RS(i− 1))/2

Rule 4:

The reference value RM is calculated by RM(i) = [RL(i) +RS(i)]/4

Meanwhile, with the established rules, we invent a

simple step confirmation procedure as below. For

convenience, ’START’ and ’END’ flags are marked for

indicating a whole step interval.

(i) Search cross-points till the first rising cross-point

on RM is found and mark it as ‘START’.

(ii) Keep searching till the next descent cross-point

on RS is found and mark it as ‘END’.

(iii) Confirm the whole step cycle ranging from

‘START’ to ‘END’.

(iv) Continue to seek a new rising cross-point on RM

after the ‘END’ in (iii). Then mark it as a new

‘START’ and go to (ii).

V. Two-segment functional based step length

model

A variety of step length models have been

developed in the past few decades. These methods can

be mainly categorized into the following three types:

(i) Constant models. They usually contain a group

of empirical personal parameters (e.g. height, gender)

which require to be calibrated beforehand from person

to person. It is time-invariant once the parameters

are fixed, thus is rather simple and convenient to be

applied. However, its accuracy cannot satisfy the high

precision applications. (ii) Observation based models.

Besides some empirical parameters mentioned in (i),

the models also consist of inertial measurements, e.g.

mean or minimum and maximum of accelerations.

(iii) Indirect motion characteristics based models.

Such models are usually constructed by some indirect

motion information, typically e.g., step frequency. In

general, models in (ii) and (iii) achieve comparative

performances. To sum up, the representative models are

given by Eqs. (7) ∼ (12),

di = K0 +K1 × fSi
(7)

di = K0 +K1 × fSi
+K2 × σ2

ãi
(8)

di = K0 +K1 ×
1

fSi

+K2 ×max(ãi) (9)

di = K0 × 4

√

max(ãi)−min(ãi) (10)

di = K0 × h×
√

fSi
(11)

di = K0 × 3

√

ãi (12)

where di indicates the step length of the i-th step period;

K0,K1,K2 are coefficients to be calibrated beforehand;

h denotes one’s height; ãi denotes the mean value of

ãi during the i-th step period; fSi
indicates the step

frequency during the i-th step period and is defined by

fSi
=

1

∆ti
(13)

in which ∆ti represents the duration of the i-th detected

step. However, any individual model among them

is not able to adequately describe different motion

behaviors, e.g. walking and running. As a matter of

fact, based on our tests, it is found that the models

along with their parameters both need to be tuned

according to different motions. Otherwise, the step

length estimation will be inaccurate or even wrong.

For instance, the step frequency contained models are

more accurate in running scenarios, whereas they do

not perform well in walking cases. On the contrary,

the acceleration information shows its advantages on

expressing the step length in running mode. For this

reason, considering the merits and performances of all

models above, the following two-segment functional

model is constructed to estimate step length of running

and walking separately:











dWi = KW
0 +KW

1 × 1

fSi

+KW
2 × 1√

fSi

+

KW
3 ×max(ãi) (Walking)

dRi = KR
0 × 3

√

ã
R

i (Running)

(14)
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VI. Experiments and analysis

In this section, pedestrian experiments are carried

out to test the proposed method and fully evaluate its

performance. The distance measuring system prototype

is mounted on the left or right foot. The sampling rate

is set as 200 Hz and the sensed data is transmitted

to a smart phone through Bluetooth communication

module in real time for latter distance estimation. Four

pedestrian behaviors, including standing still, walking,

running and irregular swing are all intentionally

experienced during the pedestrian experiments. To

examine the efficiency of behaviors recognition in

Section 3, we present the related recognition results of

one tested person (see Figure 5). It can be seen from

this figure that the pedestrian samples contain these

four sorts of behaviors and the ‘true’ behaviors are

also marked there (top). The Green line indicates the

‘on’ and ‘off’ of transition state. When the behaviors

change, the transition state ‘on’ is triggered and kept

till a different activity occurs. In rare cases, transition

state may be incorrectly triggered but wrong behaviour

will not be determined, meanwhile the transition state

quickly switches to the right behaviour mode. Thus,

the identified behaviors by our method (see the bottom

of Figure 5) are completely consistent with the true

ones. Next we continue to validate the success rate

of our step detection strategy based on the behaviors

recognition results. 205 persons (78 are female and 127

are male) have been tested in the past few months. We

classify the statistic results according to four different

height ranges: (i) < 160 cm (42 persons); (ii) 161

∼ 170 cm (85 persons); (iii) 171 ∼ 180 cm (58

persons); (iv) > 180 cm (20 persons). Considering the

space limitation, here we only list the detailed personal

results of four representative persons in Table 3 where

the ‘WD’ and ‘RD’ denote the reference walking and

running distance respectively. The reference distance

is acquired according to the standard track length of

UESTC stadium which has the length of 400 meters

for the innermost lane for one lap and 200 meters for

half lap. All persons are required to move along with

the trajectory of innermost lane. During the tests, the

walking speed ranges 1 ∼ 2 m/s and the running speed

ranges 2 ∼ 4 m/s. The true total steps are manually

counted by tested persons themselves.

Since the reference [12] has been extensively used

in applications of step detection [11, 10], we count the

steps by using Levi and Judd’s method in comparison

with our proposed behaviour classification based time-

and frequency-domains joint (BCTFD) step detection

method as well. The statistical results for Levi and

Judd’s method and BCTFD method are respectively

summarized in Tables 4 and 5. It is noted that over-

counted and missed steps are both counted as wrong

steps for success rate statistics.

Fig. 5. The accelerations and identified behaviors

c© 2016 John Wiley and Sons Asia Pte Ltd and Chinese Automatic Control Society
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Table 3. Pedestrian information of tested four persons

Person ID Gender
Height Weight WD RD

(cm) (kg) (m) (m)

PA Male 170 55 1200 800

PB Male 180 70 1200 800

PC Female 159 42 1200 800

PD Female 158 61 1200 800

Table 6. The average accuracy results for step detection (205
persons)

Behaviors Levi and Judd’s method BCTFD method

Walking 98.5 % 99.1 %

Running 97.1 % 98.5 %

It is observed from Table 4 that for Levi and

Judd’s method, in general, the success rate of walking

is slightly higher than running. The reason is that step

signals during running are more likely suffered from

the residual pseudo-peaks which cannot be entirely

eliminated by FIR filter with only one invariant

frequency-band. In fact, the frequency-band should

be different for running and walking modes. Table 5

verifies such a point of view. Compared with statistics

in Table 4, our proposed BCTFD method outperforms

Fig. 6. The relative accuracy statistical results of step detection for
tested 205 persons

Table 4. The step detection statistical results for Levi and Judd’s method

Behaviors Person ID True Detected Over-counted Missed Wrong Success rate

Walking

PA 891 887 6 10 16 98.2%

PB 747 741 0 6 6 99.2 %

PC 877 881 10 6 16 98.2%

PD 870 870 4 4 8 99.1%

Running

PA 384 380 0 4 4 99%

PB 349 338 0 11 11 96.8%

PC 470 460 0 10 10 97.9%

PD 401 393 0 8 8 98%

Table 5. The step detection statistical results for the proposed BCTFD method

Behaviors Person ID True Detected Over-counted Missed Wrong Success rate

Walking

PA 891 891 0 0 0 100%

PB 747 747 0 0 0 100%

PC 877 878 1 0 1 99.8%

PD 870 871 1 0 1 99.8%

Running

PA 384 384 0 0 0 100%

PB 349 350 1 0 1 99.7%

PC 470 474 4 0 4 99.1%

PD 401 404 3 0 3 99.2%

c© 2016 John Wiley and Sons Asia Pte Ltd and Chinese Automatic Control Society
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Table 7. The statistics of distance errors for M1 ∼ M7 (unit: m)

Person ID Behaviors M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7

PA
Walking 53.44 49.78 22.61 52.82 44.41 38.46 20.07

Running 55.87 35.54 34.17 37.79 57.56 31.11 20.46

PB
Walking 86.17 53.46 15.76 117.6 64.14 157.06 14.06

Running 72.52 70.14 70.73 43.29 64.83 49.75 19.7

PC
Walking 44.44 26.36 27.29 19.81 41.82 28.39 30.74

Running 53.72 51.15 51.15 50.91 53.22 50.05 46.95

PD
Walking 35.59 85.46 31.82 56.42 16.35 62.81 16.21

Running 124.63 128.34 80.53 65.86 122.89 55.73 50.44

Table 8. The average distance relative errors for M1 ∼ M7 (205 persons)

Behaviors M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7

Walking 6.01 % 5.08 % 3.63 % 6.33% 5.07% 6.47% 3.31%

Running 12.1% 9.9% 11.1% 8.32% 12.56% 7.83% 6.32%

Fig. 7. The variation of window length corresponding with behavior
transition

Levi and Judd’s method. The relative accuracy of step

detection for 205 persons is drawn with the boxplot

for graphically depicting groups of tested persons

through their quartiles (see Figure 6). Accordingly, the

average accuracy results are given in Table 6. Overall,

the performance of BCTFD method shows almost no

difference between walking and running. Moreover, it

exhibits better adaptability to all the tested persons

in both walking and running behaviors. This is due

to two aspects: behaviors classification and the step

Fig. 8. The relative errors for all methods

identification strategy which in principle ensures the

steps to be reliably confirmed. In addition, observed

from Figure 6, no relationship can be found between

step detection accuracy and one’s height. Furthermore,

we examine the window flexibility, which is strongly

related to time and memory consumptions. Figure 7

clearly shows the variations of window length for

different behaviors.

To evaluate the efficiency of step length models

mentioned in Section 5, the walking and running

distances (see Table 3) of all models are computed for

c© 2016 John Wiley and Sons Asia Pte Ltd and Chinese Automatic Control Society
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Fig. 9. The relative distance error statistical results for 205 tested
persons

comparison purpose. Equations (7) ∼ (12) are denoted

as M1 ∼ M6 and the proposed model in Eq. (14) is

denoted as M7. Table 7 presents the error statistics of

all methods and their relative errors are also drawn

in Figure 8. The boxplot of the relative distance error

for all tested persons are presented in Figure 9. The

corresponding average distance relative errors statistics

are also given in Table 8. It can be concluded that: in

running case, M1, M2, M3 and M5 show extremely

poor performances, especially for person PD. Similarly

in walking case, M4 and M6 provide the unreliable

distances particular for person PB. Compared with M1

∼ M6, with the behaviors classification based two-

segment function, distance estimated by M7 achieves

the best accuracy, reliability and adaptability. More

specifically, recalling the parameters in step length

models for M1 ∼ M7, the following points can

be made: (i) M5 with the height parameter shows

no evident advantage compared with those methods

without height. In other words, height parameter is

not indispensable in the step length model. (ii) For

walking behavior, the step frequency is the most crucial

parameter for step length estimation. For example, the

step frequency parameter is absent in M4 and M6,

thus they produce the worst results. (iii) For running

behavior, the acceleration is very critical for capturing

ones motion. Without acceleration parameter, M1 and

M5 generate the lowest step length accuracy.

VII. Conclusion

In this paper, we develop a foot-mounted

pedestrian distance measuring system. An adaptive

time- and frequency-domains joint distance measuring

method is proposed based on the behaviors clas-

sification. Behaviors recognition, step detection and

step length estimation are all intensively investigated.

Real experiments are carried out to demonstrate

the vadility and efficiency of our proposed method

compared with representative ones. The results show

that our proposed method outperforms the existing

representative methods and achieves the best accuracy,

reliability and adaptability. Therefore, the proposed

method is suitable and is of great benefit to pedestrian

navigation applications. In the future, attention will be

put on dead reckoning with the aid of auxiliary sensors

[31, 32], e.g. magnetometers, barometers etc. On the

other hand, more pedestrian behavior modes will be

taken into account, such as going upstairs, downstairs,

climbing and etc.
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